Fatigue quality of mammalian tendons.
When excised tendons are subjected to a prolonged load, whether constant or oscillatory, fatigue damage accumulates, leading eventually to rupture. 'Fatigue quality', assessed by the time-to-rupture under a given stress, was found to vary hugely among the tendons of a wallaby hind limb. This material property correlates with the varied stresses to which tendons from different anatomical sites are exposed in life. The correlation was demonstrated by subjecting each excised tendon to a load equal to the maximum isometric force that its muscle could have developed. The time-to-rupture was then approximately the same for each tendon, on average 4.2 h. A model is introduced in which damage is proposed as the trigger for adaptation of fatigue quality. The model aims, in particular, to explain why low-stressed tendons are not made of a 'better' material, although this clearly exists since it is used in high-stressed tendons. The principle of design to a minimum quality is viable in biology because of the availability of self-repair to balance routine damage. Clinical symptoms, to be included under the general heading of 'overuse injuries', will only arise when this balance fails.